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A p r i l 12, 1995

Board of trustees react to faculty no confidence vote
BY DANIELLE L. KIRACOFE
NEWS EDITOR

Reports from the student
representative and the faculty
representative, along with an
explanation of how SAT scores
are computed, dominated the
discussions at the Winthrop
Board ofTrustees meeting Friday afternoon.
Current Student Government President Jay Karen gave
hisfarewell speech to the board,
the President, a handful of students, the ad hoc committee
and the members of the administration in attendance, a§ well
as members ofthe local press. In
it, he gave some personal
thoughts on Winthrop and current situation on campus.
He said he had heard the
situation being described as a
war.
"The only blood being shed
on this campus is Winthrop's,"
he said. "People are more concerned with I'm rightandyou're
PHOIU BY JUfcL raUKJLS
wrong."
Student Government President Jay Karen speaks before the board of trustees on Friday.
He also said he believed
that there were problems, however, they were not irreparable
ones. He said the answer to
some of-the problems is the
proposed governance system.
Chair of the Faculty Conference Barbara Price de-

at SGA meeting

BY JANET A. BMNDLE ANO
COR RIE FREI
NEWS WRITERS

Dressed in a casual button
down shirt, President Anthony
J. DiGiorgio appeared relaxed
as he answered questions from
students Monday night
Approximately 50 students
attended the Student Government Association meeting,
which included a two-hour discussion between students and
DiGiorgio.
"Currently, by all measures, Winthrop is a very
healthy institution economically, academically and by any
other set of measures you wane
to use," DiGiorgio said.
DiGiorgio tackled the issue
of tuition in his opening remarks and cited three reasons
for why Winthrop's tuition is
"modestly higher^ than other
public institutions in the state.
According to DiGiorgio',
Winthrop has made a commitment to have a large academic
program. Out of 21 programs,
17 are nationally accredited,
which, according to DiGiorgio
makes them some of the best
programs in the nation.
"It increases the value of
your degree in the academic
market place, but also means it
will cost a little more," he said.
DiGiorgio said Winthrop
IhlQinP
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"The instructional
programs are and
remain to be the most
important to the
university."
—Winthrop President
Anthony J. DiGiorgio
has the oldest physical plant in
the state of South Carolina,
dating back to 194C. Because
of this, it costs $250,000 more
to care for the plant than what
Winthrop receives from the
state. This can be seen in buildings with huge open spaces and
high ceilings, such as Johnson,
McBiyde and Withers.
"Winthrop is placed within
the shadows of Charlotte, N.C.,
the most expensive marketplace in both Carolinas," he
said
"When you combine these
three things, some things are
moderately higher for us,"
DiGiorgio said.

His view

DiGiorgio defended himself
against allegations the administration shifted money from
instructional programs to ad-
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scribed the atmosphere of the
faculty as charged.
She acknowledged she was
not at the last faculty meeting,
but she had heard most of it on
tape and she stated she would
have voted in favor of waiting
to vote no confidence.
Price said she had little
time to digest the information,
and added, "My first priority is
to my students."
She introduced the members of the ad hoc committee to
the board.
Price showed concern at the
lack ofcommunication between
the many parts of Winthrop,
including between the President and faculty.
DiGiorgio said had a similar concern.
"We're clearly interested in
the concerns of the faculty and
students," he said. "We want to
find out the causes and the
cures."
The board took the opportunity to ask Price questions.
"As a board member, I am
confused and frustrated," member David White said.
He added that he was not
sure where the crisis had actually began. He also did not
understand the "rush" to the
PLEASE SEE BOARD, PAGE 4

TV talk show host Berry
ommencement speaker
BY JUUANNE GUZMAN
NEWS WRITER

On May 6, Bertice Berry,
television talk show host, will
speak to graduates at commencement services at the
Winthrop Coliseum.
"I am veiy excited about
graduation, leaving Winthrop
and trying new things," senior
Buck Cooke said. "I am excited
about our speaker, Bertice
ministrative programs.
Berry. I heard her speak durHe said the numbers put ing Welcome Week in the fall,
out by various sources did not and she was incredible then,
reflect the changes of catego- and I am sure she will be inries—especially in information credible at commencement.
technology.
"I am also sad. There are a
"The instructional pro- lot of things that I am going to
grams are and remaintobe the miss, like my job as a resident
most important to the univer- assistant my fraternity and
sity," he said. /We have taken friends. There's a time for evpart of this moneytoset tip the erything, and it's time to move
information network we have." on."
According to the president,
Almost600undergraduate
over 600 faculty and staff have and graduate students will be
connections in their offices, and taking one step closer to their
students have the ability to go futures.
into the Internet
Scholten said graduation
DiGiorgio claims to have is being handled much differdisparities with data which was ently this year. A bulletin will
presented by the ad-hoc com- be sent out to students two
mittee and the Winthrop Com- weeks before graduation to inmittee of Correspondence.
form them about the reception,
He said he acknowledged parking, what to wear, where
they should go, how the cerPLEASE SEE DIGIORGIO, PAGEemony
5
will proceed.

Instead of students entering the Coliseum through the
lower concourse doors, a tent
will be set up on the east side of
the Coliseum. Seating cards
will be distributed to students,
and they will enter a tunnel
that leads into the Coliseum.
They will be met by someone
who will show them where to
line up.
The seating cards are arranged by school. Students
from the school ofbusiness will
be the first to receive their degrees, followed by students
from the schools of education,
visual and performing arts and
arts and sciences. The order is
the same for graduate students.
The problem with the
former arrangement is that all
different groups of people, including the students, were using the same entrance.
A pre-commencement reception will be held on the upper concourse of the Coliseum.
Brian Scholten, assistant
registrar for records operations, said, T h e reception is
an opportunity for students and
parents to mingle with faculty
before the ceremony takes
place."
A graduate's cap, gown and
tassel can be purchased at The
Bookworm.

Winthrop athlete Ian Cardey makes it big/9

Tlw Johnsonian

Save Winthrop funding!
'•< flPrs

Softball pitcher
receives Georgia
sports award
BY JULIANNE GUZMAN
NEWS WRITER

Kristen Gebhart, pitcher
for the Lady Eagles softball
team, recently received the
Peach of an Athlete Award presented by the state of Georgia.
To receive the award, the
recipient has to be a native of
Georgia. Two amateur athletes, including Gebhart and
one professional athlete, were
selected.
"I am kind ofoverwhelmed.
I really didn't understand what
they were nominating me for.
Normally, people whohave won
have been from some of the big
schools in Georgia," Gebhart
said. "I still haven't come to
PHOTO BY CARRIE ARMSTRONG
grips with it."
Junior and SGA senator Max Fritz mans a table in Dinkins.
Gebhart has been a memSGA is sponsoring a letter-writing campaign to save funding. ber of the team for four years
Students are being asked to fill out a post card, addressing it and is a senior. She was notito their state senator. It will continue through the week.
fied she would be receiving the
award over spring break.
The amateur athletes chosen were Gebhart, from
Conyers, Ga., and Billy Jones,
who is a quarterback at
Furman University.
She will be presented with
the award on April 24 at an
awards banquetin Atlanta, Ga.
The banquet is sponsored by
the Boy Scouts of Georgia, with
a reception before the banquet.
Here's a sample ofthe variety of
Gebhart will be attending
banquet after the BigSouth
jobs listed on the Job Find Board at the
Conference Tournament,
which is taking place at WinCareer Services:
throp April 21,22 and 23.
The athletic department
received a nomination letter in
Clerical Position
which they were asked to nominate one male and one female
$6-7/hr. 20-24 hrs./wk.

m

C a r e e r Services

Jot Find

" I am kind of
overwhelmed.
Normally,
people who have
won have been
from some of
the big schools
in Georgia."
—Kristen
Gebhart
athlete. To qualify, the athlete
had to be involved in the community and exhibit leadership
qualities, scholastic achievement and athletic ability.
Some of the previous recipients have been Charlie
Ward from Florida State, Kevin
Butler from the University of
Georgia and Mark Price from
Georgia Tech.
In the past weeks, she has
had to deal with various forms
of media.
The media has attended
Lady Eagles softball games,
and asked questions after the
game.
On April 12, a television
crew followed her throughout
the day to peer into the life of a
student athlete.
Gebhart looks forward to
being a role model athlete for
Boy Scout programs.

Letter writing campaign
begun to combat cuts

Data Entry
$7/hr. 6-10pm, M-F

Daycare Teachers
Fast Food
$5.75/hr., flexible. All positions available
Lab Technician
Chester, SC. $6.50/hr. Weekends
Lifeguards, Swim Coaches
Flexible hrs. Certification required

: M•

Live-In Nanny
$10pJWkyplu4 r^ortf/bdard. ^ev^Tlings/wk.,

1 Weeferidtilgfrt''

!

-4-x

J
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Record Keeping
Salary DOE. Flex, hours

Sales Associate
Shirt printing business. $5/hr., flexible

More information on these jobs, as well
as a variety of other jobs, is available in
Career Services.
Career Services
Division of Student Life
Winthrop University

NEWS IN A MINUTE

Phi Kappa Phi
recognizes faculty
Debra Boyd, associate
professor of English, and
Ray Dockery, associate professor of education, were
recognized at Phi Kappa
Phi's annual spring initiation ceremony April 9.
Boyd and Dockery were
selected for the Excellence
in Teaching Awards. Winners are picked from nominations from the student
body and reviewed by a
panel of students from the
Winthrop chapter.
Nominations are based
on knowledge of subject
matter, concern for students, enthusiasm, motivation, accessibility, encouragement of and concern for
students and overall effectiveness as a teacher.
"This is one of the top
awards given to faculty at
Winthrop," said Gary Stone,
economics professor and a
former winner of the award.
He is an officer of
Winthrop's Phi Kappa Phi
chapter.
Phi Kappa Phi is a national honor society which
recognizes the superior
scholarship of elected faculty, alumni and student
members.

Miss Sun Pun
searches for queen

Applications are now
availible for the Miss Sun
Fun Pageant and Miss Bikini Wahine contests, to be
held during the Myrtle
Beach Area Chamber of
Commerce 44th Annual Sun
Fun Festival, June 2-5.
Contest applicants must
be legal residents of South
Carolina and between the
ages of 18 and 25 by Sept. 1,
1995. Contestants will compete for the title of Miss Sun
Fun on Friday, June 2 and
will be judged on the following categories: interview,
swimsuit and evening gown.
A $1,500 scholarship
will be awarded to the winner of the Miss Sun Fun
Pageant.

for the Winthrop University
President's Council, which
would establish a relationship
between the president and a
Student leaders went to representative body of stuColumbia to represent Win- dents.
throp in the fight for combatAccording to the recoming budget cuts in education. mendation, the purpose of this
The Johnsonian is published weekly
during the school year by Winthrop
Student Government As- would be to create a council of
Universitysudents for Winthrop University
sociation President-elect student leaders to serve as ad
students, (acuity, staff and alumni.
Claudia Sullivan and -current visoTy and information-shar-:
Unsigned editorials reflect the
opinions of the editorial staff.The opinions
SGA Vice-President Charles ing representatives to the presiexpressed do not necessarfly reflect ihoee
Smith joined other students dent of Winthrop University.
of the administration, faculty, staff or
from around the state at the
The council would meet on
state legislature.
Signed columnsandcanoons reflect
a regular basis, approximately
the opinions of
author and do not
The bill that has been once a month, with the
necessarily represent the views of The
passed in the state house would president to., discuss matters
Johnsonian staff.
poteptijill^cui $ 17 jnilliorifro^iJi coi&eAiirte/'studdht ..life or
The .university logo appearing on
« p htm property of Winthrop
the stat<B b^d&tfpi'higher edu-vather ifcsiiesdew^i apprtpri- •, IMvoraity
and its uao is not intonded to
cation.
identifyThe Johnsonian as an official
ate.
This would mean a $1 milpublication of tie university.
The council would be comThe Johnsonian welcomes letters to
lion cut for Winthrop.
prised of 12 student leaders,
the editor concerning any topic. Wlnthrop"We need to continue voic- including SGA president and
felated or not. Letters must be received
ing our concerns," Sullivan vice-president, DSU president,
by noon Friday before publication. The
editor reserves the right to edit letters.
said.
Black Greek Association presiLetters longer than 250word may not be
SGA is sponsoring a letter- dent, Interfraternity Council
printed. AH letters must be typed and
writing campaign for students president,The Johnsonian edimust include >te author's name, signature
and phone number. The Johnsoni»i has
to participate in so their views tor, an appointee from the Ofthe
rightto withhold names if there is a
can be heard.
fice of Minority Student Life
chance of undue hostility to the author.
Students fill out a pre- and the student director of oriLetters to the editor are not necessarily
printed postcard and send it to entation.
the opinion of The Johnsonian.
Advertising and subscription rates
their state representatives in
Boyd Jones, student activiare available upon request Our office is
Columbia. Tables will be set ties coordinator, was recoglocated in Bancroft basement.
up from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in nizgdfor his outstanding work
Our add res? is:
The Johnsonian
Dinkjhs andfrom5 to-7p.m. Jin { with JDinkins Student Union •
.
Wliihrop P.O. Box 6800
Thomson uritirFridayV
'Rode HfH, S.C. 29733
programming board fey Being
SGA also passed the sec- presented with the President's
(803)323-3419
Ad/Fax line: (803) 323-3698
ond reading of the framework Award.
BY CORRIE FREI AND
JANET A . BRINDLE
NEWS WRITERS

$4.50/hr. 3-6pm, M-F
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Empty fall-out shelters
relics of Cold War past

Wofford, Richardson, Sims, Byrnes
once had prepared fall-out shelters
•Y JUUANM GUZMAN

News WRITER

While Japan's biological
warfare caught international
media coverage, ingestions of
safety on Winthrop's campus
have been.raised-.
While talcihg a | walk
around campus, some may notice a symbol on the side of the
buildings. A few of the signs
indicate the building was once
a fallout shelter remain from
as early as 1942. Military personnel were staying on campus during this time at the
height of World War II.
Byrnes Auditorium, Wofford Hall, Richardson Hall and
Sims science Building were
some of the places designated
as fallout shelters when there
was a threat of nuclear war. In
the 1960s, the underground
basements were thought to be
ideal places for people to go to
escape the dangers of radiation.
At Byrnes Auditorium, the
shelter wtu, located under the
seats, which were matted on a
concrete floor. Wofford and
Richardson's basements could
have been a retreat for some
people; Sims could only hold

about 120 people.
Cotton Howell of the York
County Emergency Preparedness Agency said each person
was reserved 10 square feet for
nuclear protection.
"We thought, in our hearts
that we were going to get
blown up in a nuclear
holocaust," Walter Hardin, director of the Physical Plant,
said.
The United States was
even protecting its citizens
against a possible American
bomb-carrying airplane crash.
During the Cold War, the
United States stored radiation
on nuclear submarines.
Some of the supplies located in the shelter were water
cans, canned food, crackers,
candy, carbohydrate supplements and medical supplies.
Some of the medical supplies
were destroyed in a flood.
"When the threat was so
heavy, it was taken seriously.
Quite a bit ofmoney was spent,"
Bill Culp, assistant vice-president for renovations, said "After the threat, the non-perishable food was given to farmers
and other cattle-producing
people."
There is nothing remain-

ing in the shelters.
They probably could not be
used today because they lack
an air supply, filtration system, installed plumbing, and
are not lead-shielded, said
Hardin.
During the 1960s, the fallout shelters were used during
nuclear warnings.
People were alerted to the
situation by sirens like the ones
heard during last Tuesday's
alarm test
As stated in the residence
life manual, "Upon Catawba
Nuclear Station's three minute
continuing siren to indicate an
alert, students should turn to
the radio or television. If an
evacuation becomes necessary,
all students are requested to
go home."
If students can not return
home, such as foreign students
or students livingin other alert
areas, they are directed to go to
the Winthrop Coliseum.
There they will go through
a registration and inquiry process and will be assisted to a
temporary shelter.
The residence life staff is
responsible for organizing students who instructed to go to
the Winthrop Coliseum.

PHOTO BY JOEL NICHOLS

Eckart Dietz moves around his Raleigh, N.C. apartment.
He is currently taking a class in geography at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Dietz is recovering from the
1993 tennis team accident. Vice President of Student Life
Frank Ardaiolo and other key administrators have been
keeping up with his improvements. Dietz is expected to
return to campus to take classes at Winthrop as soon as he
is more completely healed. For information on getting in
touch with Dietz contact the office of Student Life at 2251.
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Elementary students learn
biomechanics at Winthrop
B
Y JJULMNNE
U L I A M M F tGUZMAN
vllTUAU
BY
NEWS WHITER
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Winthrop students work with Ebenezer Elementary school
children to teach them about kinesiology.

n nJ
i .
. e*
minology and
the affects
of
spin, inertia, center of gravity
and force.
The Biomechanics Fair was
prepared by the students. They
had to create a handout and
put together a folder for each
fifth-grader.
Francis said, "They came
up with their own lesson plans.
They developed goals, objectives, lesson plans and activities. They researched extensively the biomechanical principles they are teaching."
The children took a pretest administered by their
classroom teachers prior to attending the fair. A post-test
was also given to see how much
they had learned.
Each group visited a station where a different biomechanical principle was being
taught They also participated
in activities thatdemonstrated
the principle.
The kids were shown how
spinning affects the direction
of a basketball when it is
bounced
types
uuuiircu using different
oinerent types
m i n / \ l A m r

Winthrop students gathered in Peabody Gym Friday
with about 60 fifth-graders
from Ebenezer Elementary
School for The Biomechanics
Fair. The purpose was to teach
the children about the principles ofbiomechanics, another
word for kinesiology.
"It is such a wonderful opportunity for our undergraduates to work with real students," Mickey Taylor, chair of
the division of physical education, said. "About one-third of
these kids are goingtobe teachers. The other two-thirds are
going to be personal fitness
trainers, work in corporate fitness, health fields and recreation industries."
The Winthrop students are
enrolled in kinesiology, the
study of movement, taught by
Patricia Francis, assistant professor of physical education.
They have researched the prinr
ciples,
which are flexibility, ter-

of spin.
The activity for the center
of gravity had the kids in a
position with their knees bent
and their hands clasped behind their backs. The objective
was to knock over a canister
without falling over.
This was also a great experience for the elementary school
children to be outside of their
classroom setting. The teachers described some of the children as "severely underprivileged." School is sometimes
the best thing for them.
"One thingis how well kids
this age respond to college kids.
Some of these kids didn't grow
up with the concept of college.
It is good for them to have a
positive experience," Mary Ann
Gast, an Ebenezer Elementary
School teacher, said.
Senior Jeff Myers said,
"We do this every year. The
kids are a lot of fun. It gives
them an opportunity to get
away from the classroom to
learn things they basically alreaay know
Know in a fun way."
way.
ready

Lake for friends, families to relax

Free time spent playingfrisbee,football, sunbathing, rollerblading

av BONNIE
FtalNIP CALUSON
r » l I icnu
BY
NEWS WRITER

J- n 4 ,

The Winthrop Lake is a
very popular place for students
to spend their free time.
The springtime weather
has drawn many students out
of their winter hiding places to
play, study or just relax in the
sunshine.
People have been flocking
to the lake at the Winthrop
Coliseum to join in various outdoor activities.
Students go to the lake to
take advantage of the frisbee
golf course and the Winthrop
golf course.
Students also walk, jog,
bike and rollerblade around the
lake. Some students engage in
less strenuous activities at the
lake, such as sunbathing,
studying and socializing with

friends.

"I go out there two or three
times a week, mostly on week-

~

ends," Adam Dudak, a freshman business major from
Hilton Head said. "I like to get
a few of the guys together and
go play frisbee, tag football,
socialize, or just look at the
girls. It is a nice get-away from
school."
Some students go there to
seek out the solitude that the
lake environment provides.
"I come out here just to
walk because it is so quiet and
nice around the lake," Claire
Pourquire, a graduate student
from France, said.
The nine-hole golf course
located near theWinthrop Lake
also provides an escape for
many students.
"I go out there about once a
week to play golf," DaveGlaser,
a senior marketing major,
said.
"I also enjoy going to the
lake to play frisbee golf,"
Glaser, 21,fromOrlando, said.
Some parents like to take
their children there to fly

"Going to the Winthrop Lake is just
more exotic than playing football or
frisbee out in front of Richardson."
—Adam Dudak, freshman
kites on windy days. The lake
also provides a nice location for
a family picnic.
People who live near the
Coliseum also come out to walk,
jog, or rollerblade on the road
tiwt runs around the Winthrop
A community bike race was
held at the Winthrop Lake on
Saturday.
Winthrop students, however, are the prima ly users of

the facilities.
"I go there occasionally to
play football, frisbee or other
sport-type stuff," Gil Holmes, a
junior biology mqjor, said.
The Winthrop Lake was
drained in 1993 to clean it out
and replenish the fish supply.
It was refilled in the spring of
1994.
Fishingis not allowed there
now but is expected to resume
in 1996.

Brim fish were used to replenish the lake.
"Going to the Winthrop
Lake is just more exotic than
playing fooiball or frisbee out
infrontof Richardson," Dudak
said.
"People look at you funny
whenyou'replayingoutside on
campus," Dudak said.
"It's just a nice wide open
space to enjoy outdoor activities in,"Glaser said.
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vote no confidence in DiGiorgio. invitation is there."
"The results of the ad hoc
During the committee recommittee findings confirmed ports,
Black, dean of ensome suspicions [of the fac- rollment-plained how SAT
ulty]," Price said.
average are computed.
One member said.he. was
He said when scores are.
beginning to lose confidence in computed, they are done by the
the faculty to make a decision, Chronicle of Higher Education.
after this vote.
"The Commission autoThe board said E.K. matically excludes provisionFretwell, the consultant, was ally admitted students," Black
brought in to help and to rec- said.
ommend ways to increase comInternational students and
munication. It was also sug- students over 21 students
gested that faculty attend the make up two percent of the
board meetings and their com- number not counted. Also, stumittee sessions held the Fri- dents in the STEP program
day morning before the execu- numbers are not included.
tive session held during the Also, those students who take
afternoon.
the ACT are not. counted. In"I have seen maybe six or stead, the 10.73 percent of stueight members attend my dents who take the test are
board meetings," board mem- averaged
separately.
ber Jane Schuler said. "The Winthrop's ACT scores are av-

erage at 21.
The total number of students whose numbers are not
counted is around 21 percent.
The largest concern in the
finance committee was the lack
ofbond money to cover the costs
of renovating and building the
new science building, to be finished Fall 1997. The cost is
about 16 million dollars and
Winthrop currently only has a
part of that money and are
unsure where the rest of the
funding will come from.
Plans for the renovations
to Withers gymnasium will be
submitted to the state The
renovations are scheduled to
start in June and are to be
finished in July 1996.
An increase jn enrollment
was seen in the spring semester.
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POLICE
POLICE BEAT is a column featured through the collaboration
of the Winthrop University Police Department and The Johnsonian. The purpose of POLICE BEAT is to provide Winthrop
students, faculty and staff with an awareness of crime and
criminal offenses which could occur on campus or in the surrounding community.
3-31-95 Public Disorderly Conduct, Assault and Battery
Subject was causing a disturbance outside of the ticket booth
at the Winthrop Coliseum, and officer asked the subject to
quiet down. Subject, a non-student, became very loud, used
profanity at officer and several bystanders. Subject had to be
restrained and was placed under arrest for above. Officer
booked subject and placed him in jail. Subject also assaulted
a female.
3-31-95 Public Disorderly Conduct
Subject was causing a disturbance inside the Winthrop
Coliseum and refused to be quiet. After being warned four
times, subject was placed under arrest for above.
Paul Zimmer, director of the University of Iowa Press, reads poetry Tuesday night in the
Conference Center.

DIGIORGIO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

that the numbers were a matter of public record, but the
context they were presented in
did not compare them in a way
which could be understood.

Apologies

1 am sorry this has spilled
out into the classrooms; it
should not be there," he said.
"You didn't pay your tuition to
have those issues dealt with in
the classroom."
He said he preferred dealing with the issue in public
forums like Monday's meeting.
The media, he said, was playing out things, and he did not
respond to it becausehe wanted
to avoid adding fuel to thefi.-e.
DiGiorgio said he is planning to meet with a variety of
individuals and groups.
Alvin McEwen, senior and

editor of The RoddeyMacMillan Record, wanted to
know if the president planned
to meet with the general faculty. DiGiorgio said this would
happen at the appropriate time.
Freshman Brian Black said
Winthrop is like a family, and
DiGiorgio's presence would be
beneficial to the family.
"I believe a seen president
is a liked president," Black said.
Black said it would be wonderful to have to see the president more often.
"I would like to have you
say hello and chat with me,"
DiGiorgio said. "I make this
offer to you."
Current SGA President
Jay Karen said he feels students are reactionaries to derisionsmade on this campus, and
he asked the president how he

felt this could be fixed.
"There is a proposal to
change the way we interact
with one another by giving a
greater role to student input,"
DiGiorgio said.
"I felt it was very productive," Karen said. "Intelligent
questions were asked, and appropriate answers were given.
I don't think the president
talked around anything. Students were more enlightened
by learning the other side of
the story.."
Deborah Markle, who expressedherconcernsfor library
funding, felt the meeting was
helpful and informative.
"I feel more confident now,
though I feel the president was
vague on certain questions,"
Markle said. " I wish more
faculty had come though."

SHORT
ON
CASH?
Plasma
lots of cents!

Visit ourfriendly,modem center andfindout you can earn up to
$ 195 a month while helping others.
DONATE PLASMA TODAY!
AND EARN $ 3 0 1

-people helpingpeople'

valid ID with social security
number required(333-0335)
1511 central ave. at pecan Charlottp,NC
1-TH:6:30a-9p;F-6;30a-8p;S-7:30-6p;S-730-430

4-1-95 Malicious Damage to Property
While working a party at Peabody, officer observed a broken
window on a door. This window had been intact 20 minutes
earlier. Officer spoke with one of the fraternity members who
stated that an unknown black male, wearing tan clothing, had
just come from that area. Officer could not locate subject and
structural was called in to fix the window.
4-4-95 Jjlt and Run
Complainant stated that between 7 and 9 p.m. unknown
person(s) hit his car which was parked in front of Joynes
Conference Center. There is white paint and scratches on
the hood.
4-4-95 Petty Larceny
Complainant stated that his royal blue backpack was stolen
from Thomson Cafeteria. Complainant stated that there were
three books in the bag, two Spanish books and an economic
book. There are no suspects.
4-5-95 Verbal Assault
Complainant and wife were walking their dog when an
unknown subject who was also walking his dog approached
them. Subject's dog began fighting with complainant's. When
complainant kicked at subject's dog, subject threatened to
beat complainant.
4-5-95 Missing Person
Victim was reported missing to Public Safety. Complainant
stated that victim was upset and not in residence hall room.
Victim was supposed to meet another person (unknown at
this time) at the amphitheatre and when complainant went to
check, they couldn't find victim. At 8:20 a.m. the following
day, complainant was contacted and reported that the missing
person had returned to the room. The missing person report
was unfounded.
Public Safety Forum: Campus Vandalism Costs All
Damage and theft cause raises in educational costs, and
students are often the ones who pay for those increases.
Be alert for:
• Vandalism: Destruction of property can interrupt
your learning and social life. Report any instances of
vandalism to school authorities immediately. Remember,
destroying property isn't very smart, but it is illegal and costly.
• False fire alarms: These endanger everyone and
increase the costs of fire protection. A false alarm isn't a joke;
it's a crime.
• Theft: Anyone who steals equipment, furniture or
books from carpus is stealing from you! Everyone deserves
the right to use school facilities to their best and to enjoy and
benefit from campus lile as much as possible.
Remember, keeping quiet about theft doesn't pay, it costs.
Report any suspicious people or activities to campus police
as soon as possfole.
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Students must
write to legislature
As the bill to cut higher education funds in South
Carolina comes to a vote in the state Senate,
Winthrop's SGA is promoting a letter-writing drive
forstudentsto express theiropinions to the lawmakers.
Students
" I t w i l l d e f i n i t e l y change need to take adt h e style o f l i v i n g a n d
vantage of this
l e a r n i n g we have become valuable opporaccustomed to.**
in Dinkins or
Thomson that
will be set up for the remainder of the week.
The goal of the drive is to have all of the 1,000
pre-printed post cards filled out and sent to the
legislature before a final vote on the five percent
state-wide budget cut takes place.
All students need todo is sign their name on one
card to make a difference. Whether students are
willing to realize it or not, the activities taking place
one hour south of Winthrop will affect their lives as
much as or more than what is occurring in their
immediate environment.
Another option for those who are concerned
about the situation is to directly contact representatives by phone, fax, personal letter or E-mail. Representatives are here to serve their constituents,
which includes every student who is attending a
South Carolina publicly funded institution.
There is no more time to waste. This decision to
cut $17 million state-wide doesn't mean much to
students until they realize that $1 million will come
from Winthrop itself.
The school faces a 2.5 percent cut for two years,
or approximately $460,00 a year. What does this
mean?
It could mean less student life events, old
equipment and a decline in outside academic improvements such as professional conferences. It
will definitely change the style of living and learning
we have become accustomed to.
Legislators have told students time and time
again that they have a great untapped power of
persuasion that is not taken advantage of. By not
voting and not electing officials who will best represent us, students have given up a basic constitutional right which many do not have. If we are not
heard now, we are giving up another chance to
make a difference.
If this isn't enough motivation to at least make an
effort to have your voice heard, then feel free to pay
higher tuition to a state that seems to put less value
on your education than is deserved.
Please, take part.
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Violence existed long beforeFollow
television
me here. Our ma0

D.11

n...

Violence is old. As soon as
THE
the first man was able to pick
up a rock and crush another
PLAIN
man's skull with it, violence
began.
TRUTH
What we call violence is
actually an aggressive trait
by Pete
that man has had since his
Kaliner
creation. When a lion mauls a
zebra we look at that as a part
of nature. We say it is survival
of the fittest and we sing
"It is time we
hosannahs to Darwin, but
when a man kills another man Americans stop
itisseen as something thathas
never happened before.
blaming
Don't get me wrong; I'm
television for
not sayingkillingis good, but it
has always been a part of hisour society's
tory, a part of civilization.
With the advent of the idiot
ills."
box, otherwise known as tele1 used to think that there
vision, some believe that we've
become more barbaric and might be a correlation between
there is a direct relationship murder and"Magnum P.I.,"but
between television and vio- I don't anymore.
Why?
lence.

jor form of entertainment is
television. The major form of
entertainment in ancient Rome
was the lionfights.Live slaughters of innocents. Violence is
not an idea developed by television, violence is a reality that
is shown to us by television.
We see a 20-second clip of a
war-torn nation and we say it
may cause violence if someone
here sees it. Well, what about
the people and children who
witness these atrocities on a
regular basis in real life?
Contrary to popular belief,
Americans are not the only'
people who own television sets.
It is time we Americans stop
blaming television for our
society's ills. To draw a conclusion that says the more we
watch, the more we kill is ludicrous. Just because violence
has become an increasingly

I had « cool weekend. I
went home, went to a concert
and killedfifteenpeople with a
rootbeer bottle. It's true. Well,
most of it. It was actually only
four people. But they deserved
it. One of them was wearing an
ugly hat.
'Which brings us lo the
"qti^tiori,taVW\(/Wkk NSk?^ She
was tfie' godtless ofriighVin
Greek mythology. Cool. But,
the more important question
here is, "Why do people go
around killing each other with
beverage containers?" Is it
some weird genetic thing? Is it
because of John Denver? Or is
it television's fault? I think it's
all of the above. Especially
John Denver.
I don't think television is
responsible for all of the violence which is around, but it is
a contnbutor. Almost every
home in America has a television set. We need to consider
the implications of this state-

when some freakjumps in front
of your car brandishing a Garden Weasel.

PLEASE SEE TRUTH, PAGE 7

Aggressive shows breed tough
children
us, but it does. It'll affect you
THE
FUPSIDE
by Jeff
Sartjni

"We may riot
think television
violence affects
us, but it does."
ment. If you think about it,
more people in our country own
a TV than a llama. Which is a
shame...what kind of country
are we living in? Obviously
some sort of non-llama-owning
one.
And now, back to something relevant: We1'may hot
• think televisionviolence-affects

' According to the book
"At^H'cath 'Media," children
see a larger amdurit ofviolence
;i>h' TV:1 Tfoey 'aj'e .also more
gubceptiblife toil.' AduHfe see an
&verage ojrfive violent incidents
per hour duririg prime' time,
but children see about 18 per
hour on weekend children's
shows.
"American Media" says
children who see a large
amount of violence are more
likely to be aggressive and see
force as an acceptable solution.
And it's not just kids. A study
done in Great Britain during
the'70s showed youngmen who
are heavy television watchers
were 50 percent more likely to
commit violent crimes. Bummer.
But that doesn't matter.

PLEASE SEE FLIP, PAGE 7
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Student discusses misunderstandings
Dear Editor,
s—I am writing this letter
in response to several articles
by Jeff Sartini in this paper
about religion and God. In
these days, there are many
misunderstandings about religion and God, and in the next
few words I hope afew of these
misunderstandings are cleared
up.
First, we must not get
religion and God mixed up.
How can we link religion with
God when religion isnotofGod,
but man-made? Religion is a
routine thing. It is lifeless and
has no substance. Religion,
not God, breeds distrust and
disunity. Look at the various
denominations and groups
across the globe today. Men,
with their creation of evil, destroy the human race, not God.
Why would He create us to
destroy us? It is man who has

turned churches into money
houses and temples tf confusion, killed billions of lives and
more importantly, hindered
souls from being free. And yes,
Jeff, I believe that man is tired
of his own invention of religion. That is why you can tell
that it's man-made, for every
part and every word of God
shall always stand, even until
the end of time.
Tm not surprised at all
by the falling away ofmen from
their first love, God, for He has
already wamedmein His Word
that before that great day of
His return, men will have already gone into their own cocoons of peace and tranquility,
neglecting and forgetting all
about God.
Jeff, Tm not mad at you,
only sorrowful that you are still
blind—I was once. By the way,
I don't need cartoonsfor easing

anger. God takes care of that
also, or didn't you know that
already? In fact, this is just the
problem with us all; we perish
by lack ofknowledge. And those
of us who do gain knowledge
and exercise its power struggle
with the divine substance,
known as wisdom, that allows
us to use our knowledge to its
best ability. I grow in wisdom
in my beautiful, yet
unordinary, relationship with
God as time dwindles on. I
continue living the pure life in
this world where homosexuality, wildfire premarital sex and
disbelief in God is accepted as
the norm. I continue living,
already knowing that I, as well
as the rest of my brothers and
sisters, shall survive.
I pray for your understanding in Christ.

bigger part of our lives doesn't
mean it is because of the boob
tube.
The rise in violence has to
do with respect. No one has it
anymore, and without respect
for other human beings there
are no repercussions that outweigh actions.
And if the violence on television has affected us, how
come we are not affected by all
of the love scenes? All of the
heroism?
No one can tell me they
killed a kid on the street for
pocket change because of television. Television is a medium
of communication-not an excuse to live without laws.
And while we're on the subject, I'd like to ask who deems a
television show or movie too
violent for people to watch?
There is usually a board that
determines what is violent,
what is pornographic, etc. etc.
Well, after this board has seen

Ronald T. Howell

50 programs that are chock full
of the stuff they think is too bad
for me to watch, what happens
to them? Are they turned into
rapists, killers and anarchists?
No.
So they think they are more
suited to view violence than
anyone else? That's a little
conceited, I'd say.
Let's face it; violence is part
of nature. To ignore it is worse
than forcing us to watch it. We
can't fool ourselves into believing that everyone dies at a ripe
old age, because it's just not
true.
Tell all the millions of Jews
who died in Nazi Germany that
television led to their deaths. I
don't believe Hitler sat around
watching the equivalent of
Rambo movies when he decided
to annihilate an entire people.
But don't take my word for
it. Ask Hitler yourselves . . . I
saw on TV he is alive and breeding horses in Mobile, Ala.

FLIP
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Those are only children and
the English. Of course they'd
be influenced by television.
Unfortunately, the problem
goes even farther....
An experiment done a few
years ago (which was published
in the winter'91 edition of "Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior") showed how violent
films influence college students' perceptions of aggression and suicide.
A heap of students were
selected and divided into
groups. The short version is
that the students who saw the
violent film showed a temporary rise in their suicidal and
violent beliefs.
Even though the effects
were only temporary, we need
to
ask
what happens when we
A Motorcycle RiderCourse is for
everyone who wants to have more are exposed not to only one film
but countless hours ofviolence.
fun riding, while becoming a
Can we permanently remain
better, safer rider. Call 1-800447-4700 to join the class. gBtt
in a temporary state?
Regardless of this evidence,

The E«5 Johnsonian's 1995-1996
staff
DANIELLE L . KIRACOFE, EDITOR; EILEEN B.
JONES, MANAGING EDITOR; JANET A . BRINDLE,
BUSINESS MANAGER; SAM MOSHER, CHIEF
PHOTOGRAPHER; CORRIE FREI, NEWS EDITOR;
JONATHAN SNOWDEN , SPORTS EDITOR;
JACQUELINE N . LOWERY, LIVING EDITOR; ROBIN
E . FOGLE, ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR; SEANNA
ADCOX, ARTS EDITOR; MICHELE MARTIN, COPY
EDITOR.
Become a part of the team. Contact Danielle
Kiracofe to find out how to join the 1995-96
Johnsonian Staff, where they will dare to risk
everything.

we should not ban violence on
television.
We could get into some
sticky First Amendment cases
if we did that.
Television Important
People should regulate themselves, but violence sells. They
need to make money, too.
So, what we need to do is
watch TV wisely. And if we
ever have kids, we should teach
them the value of reading a
book and not watching TV.
It sounds a little weird, and
maybe even scary, but nobody
needs to watch seven hours of
television a day.
Not even Rush Limbaugh.
Interesting fact: after only
30 seconds of watching TV our
brains slip into a predominantly alpha-wave state (a
state which usually precedes
sleep).
Not-quite-as-interesting
fact: I want a shiny green suit,
and some red boots.

WHAT'S HAPPENING
' comae, name and number ™ a be inckxfcd. They ca^ot run ,orfcngerman
^

1

*> All mass communication
majors and minors are invited
to the Mass Communication
Banquet on Wednesday, April
12. 'Die dinner will be at 6:30
p.m. in MeBTyde. Awards will
be given out immediately following dinner. The cost is
$10. Please call the mass communication office at ext. 2121
to make reservations.

•Phi Alpha Theta is planning a busy year. We are selecting committee chairmen
Thursday, April 13 in Bancroft
349.-' .v/.-;

•Sigma SigpaaSigma 93d
' Pi KbppA Alpha will host their
annual Cell and Bail April 13
on Dinkins lawn from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Proceeds will go to
the Robbie Page Memorial
•Auditions for Chorale, Fund and The American CanJazz Voices and Chamber cer Society.
Singers for fall 1995 will be in
room 332 of the Music Conservatory Tuesday, April 14,
1 to 3 p.m. No appointment is
'Expressions
needed. Auditions consist of
simple vocal exercises. Music Contemporaines," a French
modern
painting exhibition orreading is not tested. A prepared song is not required. ganized by graduate student
Aline Roser, will be at the InEveryone is welcome.
ternational House in Charlotte

I

April 21-Ma> 13. A Frenchlike reception will be April 21
from 6:30-9 p.m. at the International House's Gallery, 322
Hawthorne Lane. A $2 donation will be asked. For information call the International
House at (704) 333-8099 or
Alii.e Roser at (803) 328-6673.

. »The, departinentof the-

atre and dance will present William Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream" April
15, 17-22 in Johnson Theatre
at 8 p.m. Admission is $2.50
with I.D.; $5 without Groups
of 20 or more pay $2.50.

•The cast of "Midsummer"
includes Jeff Monheit, Teresa
Abernethy, M. Brent Boling,
Andrew Bryant, Mary Cipolla,
Terry Colquitt, Shana Dunlap,
Nicia Carla Feldman, Cameron
Fitch, Billy Frazier, Jessica D.
Graham, Alexis M. Hadsall,
Barina Hillian, Shannon

. . .

i i
n
i • t
L
Hutchinson,
Cedric
Jones, OShannon M. Jones, P.J. Mehaffey,
Aaron Moore, Ashley Moore,
Stacy Neumann, Jennifer
Rinehart, Larry Taylor and
Ashley Mann Wilson.

•The Winthrop Literary
Society is sponsoring Irish
story teller Batt Burns on Monday, April 17 at 8 p.m. in
Joynes. The event is free and
is a cultural event.
•The Association of Ebonites will be holding their final
mass meeting of the year
Wednesday, April 19 at 7 p.m.
in Dinkins Auditorium. Everyone is invited to come and
find out what's planned for next
year.

weeKs.

mll K
oahni
ers iwill
beA mmeeting
Tuesday
April 18 at 9:30 p.m. in Dinkins
221. Ifyou have any questions
call the SGAoffice at 323-3417

•It's not too late to get in
volved with SGA. Judicia
board, election board and offcampus senator positions an
still available. The secretary
treasurer position is also open
If you are interested, contacl
the SGA office at 323-3417 oi
Claudia Sullivan at 323-4104
by April 19 or come to the meet
ing on Tuesday, April 18 a'
9:30 p.m. in Dinkins 221.

•Friday, April 14 will be

Physical Plant Appreciation
Day. An informal reception
will be given by the Residenl
•All new senators,justices, Students' Association in theii
election board appointees and honor in Wofford Basement
other student governmentlead- from 7:30 to 10 a.m. April 14.
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Softball defeats Aggies,
splits with Paladins
Record improved to 25-18
double and two RBIs.
On Monday, the Lady
Eagle softball squad travelled
to
Greensboro,
N.C., and swept
The Lady Eagle Softball
team reboundedfromdropping a twin bill from NC A&T 10-0
a weekend doubleheader by and 15-0.
In the first game, junior
sweeping the Aggies of North
Carolina A&T 10-0, 15-0 and second baseman Yon drove in
five
runs sn route to a 3 for 4
splitting with the Paladins of
Furman University 1-5, 10-2, hitting performance, all three
improving its record to 25-18, doubles. Senior centerfielder
Tammy Davis had a fine hit6-6 in the Big South.
The Tuesday doubleh eader ting performance going 3 for 4
vs. the Paladins was a series of with a triple.
The Lady Eagles pounded
mixed fortunes as the Eagles
were shutdown by a three-hit- 10 hits in thefiveinnings before
the eight-run mercy rule
ter.
The three Eagles who did was called into effect
Freshman
slinger Karen
hit safely were Susan
Funderburke, Danielle Perez Sadler went allfive,giving up
only three hits and striking
and Sheri Schlict.
The Eagles were only able out two. Sadler's victory imto drive home one run, and a proved her record to 5-4 for the
rough third inning gave the season.
The second game of the
Paladins four runs.
The fourth inning mirrdred series saw the Lady Eagles
complete
the sweep in stunthe troubles the Eagles had over
the weekend with South ning fashion, shutting out the
Florida. Often that one inning Aggies 15-0. Junior pitcher
has decided this season's out- Tara Gilmore threw a one-hitter overfiveinnings and struck
comes.
Defensively, the Eagles out six batters.
The Eagles'bats were still
were solid, turning two double
alive, giving Gilmore all the
plays.
run
support she needed,
In the second offering of
the twin billing, the Eagles pounding out 13 hits and scorplayed a more complete game ing 15 runs.
Davisfinishedher remarkand went on to a 10-2 win.
The Eagles jumped out able day at the plate going 2-4
with
three RBIs. Junior Kim
early, scoring six runs in the
bottom half of the first. The Cowgill banged out three hits,
Paladins couldn't contain the with two RBIs and three stoEagles in the second inning, len bases.
The series with the Aggies
getting four more.
The Paladins got two runs saw Yon continue her run tooff senior pitcher Kristen wards the records book by
Gephart, but it wasn't enough breaking the career record for
as the eight-run mercy r ule was doubles 23, total bases 207,
called into effect. Gephart im- and single season total bases
proved her record to 5-2 on the 85.
The Lady Eagles hope to
season.
In the second game, Chris- continue their winning ways
as
they
host NC A&T in a 3
tine Yon, Tammy Neves, and
Perez all went 3-3 with one p.m. double header.

BY ROGER A . WILLIAMS
SPORTS EDITOR

Scott Harmon delivers one to the plate during an exhibit ion versus the Charlotte Knights last
Wednesday at Knights Castle. The Eagles suffered a 2-0 loss.

Eagles hammer Wildcats,
win starts home stand

MATTHEW D. SULUVAN
SPORTS WRITER

• Riding high after a series sweep at UNC-Asheville,
the Eagles returned-home to
soundly defeat Davidson in
non-conference play, 11-5 and
improving their record to 2412-2 overall.
The Eagles opened
their 10-game homestand with
a bigfour-runfirstinning. Tom
Derwin and Jeff Cisar hitbackto-back home runs to left center field.
Jeremy Keller then
walked, and Joe Colameco
doubled to give the Eagles four
straight baserunners. Keller
would score on a sac-fly by Rick
Kobsik. Colameco scored on a
double by Garrett Zohner.
The Eagles put the

game out of reach in the fifth
inning.
Leading by a score of 6-1,
the Eagles scoredfivetimes to
push to lead to 10. Travis
Hollingsworth started things
off with a triple. Zohner was
then hit by a pitch. Scott
Bradshaw followed with a
double
and
scored
Hollingsworth.
Tony
Costanti no hit a sacrifice fly to
score Zohner.
Derwin then reached base
with a single. Cisar hit a RBI
double to score Bradshaw.
Both Derwin and Cisar would
score on sacrifices.
Cisar lead the potent
Eagle attack by going 3-5 at
the plate with three runs and
three RBIs. The reigning Big
South player of the week continued where he left off on

Sunday. Derwin went 2-4,
scored twice, and had an RBI.
Finally, Hollingsworth had a
fine day going 3-4 at the plate
with one run scored.
When asked to explain
the sudden boom in the Eagles'
bats, Hollingsworth said, ,
"We're going up (to the plate)
in the right frame of mind."
His manager, Joe
Hudak, agreed.
"If we keep swinging like
this, well be allright,(because)
the pitching has been there all
season," he said.
The Eagles are in first
place in the Big South with a 9- .•
3 conference record.
They take on Furman today at 3 p.m. and then play a
big conference series against
second place UNC-Greensboro
this weekend at Eagle Field.

Tennis posts big wins
won 6-2, 6-2, Hadad won the
first set 6-0, and was pushed in
the second set, but came
The men's tennis team through and won 7-5. Otero
hosted Belmont Abbey on April won by default and Schulz
7, and defeated them 5-2 to skunked bis opponent 6-0,6-0.
fix doubles, Hadad/Nagy
move one win above .500.
Winthrop's No. 1 singles won 8-6, Otero/Vildoso won 8player Oswaldo Vildoso lost to 5, and Golzi/Savastano won 8Belmont's Will Esser 6-713^6* 3:. This improved their record
Ricarde-Golzi defeated Daye tt>(9-7,5-2BSC),
'
The ladies team stayed
Itoerkiet>i5,6-2. TerWice Chia
lost his No. 3 singles match to undefeated in the Big South
Conference as they defeated
Mike McCrate 2-6,3-6.
ZsoltNagy, Andres Hadad, UNC-A by a score of 5-2.
The ladies top three seeds
and Juan Otero won their
matches easily. In doubles, won their matches as Sussy
Golci/Chia lost their match 5- Boyanovich won 6-1,6-0, Caro8, Nagy/Hadad won D-2, and lina Freitas won 6-1, 6-0,
Claudia Morales won 6-1,6-0.
Vildoso/Otero won 8-1.
The Eagles improved their Su-Ann Nglost 3-6,1-6, Karine
Benezat won 6-0, 6-4, and
record to (8-7,4-2 BSC)
The men's and women's Danielle Clermont lost 3-6,0team hosted the University of 6. The ladies won two of their
North Carolina-Asheville on; three doubles matches.
Boyanovich/Morales won 8-4,
April 8.
The men's team made a Freitas/Ng won 8-2, but
complete sweep as they won all Benezat/Clermont lost 5*8.
The ladies improved to (9seven matches. Vildoso won 61,6-2. Golzi won 6-0,6-3, Nagy 5,6-0 BSC).

SPORTS WRITER
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Pro dream becomes reality
team," Fosipanko said.
Although Cardey's graduation may hurt the Eagles this
Saturday, April 15 marked season, Posipanko is optimisthe professional debut offormer tic about the implications of
Winthrop soccer standout Ian Cardey's pro career.
Cardey.
"He's an invaluable player.
Since the end of his sports You won't know how much hell
career at Winthrop, Cardey has be missed until next season,"
been concentrating on earning Posipanko said This (Cardey*s
his degree this May in history pro career) will help us as a
and trying to begin a profes- team down the road."
sional soccer career.
The reputation that led to
Cardey, a four-time team his Myrtle Beach opportunity
MVP, four-time All-Big South began the first day Cardey
selection and four-time All- came to South Carolina from
South, is no stranger to suc- his native Canada. He decided
cess. If you asked him about all not to rest on his laurels when
the awards he's earned at Win- he came here. Cardey came to
throp, Cardey would downplay Winthrop riding the reputation
their worth.
of being one of Canada's top
"I got some awards which youth players. He was MVP of
say you're a good player," theNational Soccer League and
Taking advantage of his
Cardey said. "But they're only captained the National Chamopportunities has led to bigger
good if they're a stepping pion Wexford Soccer Club.
'I took therightattitude as an and better things. The play in
stone."
the USISL is tougher and more
He's taken the step, and so athlete when I came here,"
far it's been successful. Hie pro- Cardey said. "I had ptayed at competitive than the college
cess of trying out for a team high standards at home, but I ranks. With a 25-man roster
and only 18 players allowed to
took Cardey to Myrtle Beach. came in with the attitude to
The first-year team Myrtle impress people on the field." dress, there is constant presOver
his
four-year
career,
sure to stay on top of your
Beach Boyz offered Cardey a
tryout, along with other former Cardey was a mainstay of the game. The season opener
Winthrop standouts Gary Eagle defense. In 73 games, against the Raleigh Flyers gave
Baker and Andy Lord. In the Cardey led the Eagles and Cardey a point ofreference from
following weeks Cardey made posted a40-27-6 record, includ- where to improve.
ing 13-5-1 in 1994.
"Before I started I was worthe roster.
Injuries have plagued the ried. Now that Fve played a
I t (trying out) was a situation that couldhave made you final two years of his career. game I'm more worried,"
frightened if thafs your incli- Cardey took it in stride. He Cardey said. "I've got to play
played through a severe con- harder and train harder.".
nation." Cardey said.
Cardey and the Myrtle
Winthrop head coach Rich cussion in 1993 and with a
Posipanko was one of many in cracked wisdom tooth in 1994. Beach Boyz will make their
"I'm
never
gonna
quit;
I'm
Charlotte
debut on April 21,
Carder's corner.
"I think hell-do whatever not gonna quit; I appreciate when they face the Charlotte
the
opportunity,"
Cardey
said.
Eagles.
. it takes-to .contribute to that
BY ROGER A . WILLIAMS
SPORTS EDITOR

TOUCHING BASE

•Through Tuesday, the Winthrop men's golf team was
tied for third place after two rounds of the Liberty University
Spring Invitational held at Water Edge Country Club in
Lynchburg, Va.
.
Winthrop was tied with conference rival UNC-Greensboro with 608 trailing NC State's 594. Winthrop's Tim
Tunstall and John Marrow were tied for fourth in the
individual competition with 147, two strokes off the pace set
by Press McPhail of the Wolfpack.
•Monday evening saw the Rock Hill City Council honor
Winthrop athletes on National Student-Athlete Day. Mayor
Betty Jo Rhea recognized the athletes for their service for the
community and handed a proclamation to Winthrop athletic
director Steve Vacendek.
•Fort Mill cross country and track standout Beth Greene
committed to Winthrop University and will continue her
running career here.
Greene led the Lady Jackets to the Region 4-AAA cross
country title and a third-place finish in the state cross
country meet. Greene will officially sign on Friday and
become a member of Paxton's distance corps.
•After an emotional week that included the death of his
bestfriend,Coach Ben Crenshaw captured the most coveted
title in the golf world, the green jacket of the Masters
Tournament Crenshaw won his second Masters championship by shooting a blistering 14 under par274—third best in
Masters history.
•Andre Agassi became only the 12th player in the 22year history of mer's computer rankings on Monday. Agassi
displaced Pete Sampras, whoheld the top spot for the past 82
weeks. Agassi, a member of the US Davis Cup team, rose to
the No. 1 spot after his strong play over the last six months
that included victories at the US Open and the Australian
Open.
•Penn State University quarterback Kerry Collins was
in town Monday to begin a two-day visit with the Carolina
Panthers. Collins is one of thefiveplayers the Panthers are
considering for their No. 1 draft pick in the Apnl 22-23
college draft.
-

Track teams see records fall at Duke Recreational sports update

BY ROGER A . WILLIAMS
SPORTS EDTOR

The Winthrop track squad
completed its most successful
meet in its short two-year existence in record fashion.
Winthrop's team performance at the Duke Invitational
saw the Eagles break one meet
record, set two school records
and tie one school record. A
few school standards were
threatened but refused to fall.
In the men's and women's
800 meters, John Page and
Monica Michener set school
records. Page barely eclipsed
Bruce Lentx's school record by
.08 seconds. In the women's
800, Michener shattered her

own school record set earlier Galbreath's56.05. Their efforts
this season indoors by nearly put the tandem near the top of
11 seconds, with a quick2:23.2. the conference.
Freshman high jumper
In the 1,500,freshmenTad
Wildrick and Jamie Reichert James Cooper equalled his own
set personal bests. Wildrick's school record with a jump of 64:07.1 was off the pace of the 6. Cooper nearly broke the
Winthrop record, but this per- record on his third and final
formance shows that he has jump. Cooper had ample clearthe potential to challenge the ance through the middle phase
school mark of 3:53.39. ' of the jump but clipped the bar
Reichert's 5:08.1 personal best on the way down with his heels.
Winthrop All-American
shows that she may have the
potential to become the Eagles' Jeff Greene set a meet record
in the 10,000 meters with an
No. 1 in the 1,500.
In the 400 hurdles, Benji effort of29:55.3.
The Eagles will conclude
Elliot and Carey Galbreath
chased Galbreath's school their regular season before
record 55.32. Elliot, after com- travelling to the conference
ing back from hernia surgery, meet on Friday at the USC
clocked in at 55.44 to Twilight Invitational. ..

ijl 'S A li b 0 K l

|$1 off coyer
i on Fri. or Si

SILVER DOLLAR SALOON
Silver Dollar AND Money
memberships honored. New
memberships available at the
door!
"This ain't no honky-tonk!"

Open 10 p.m.- until
Six pool tables
Drink specials

The Recreational Sports schedule is close to its conclusion for the spring semester. This week the 4 on 4 Coed
Volleyball Tournament was held in Peabody on Tuesday,
April 11. A reco"d 10 teams participated in this year's tournament. Results will be posted in next week's issue.
Last week in the indoor soccer tournament, Kappa Sigma
won in thefinalby defeating Watson's 5 to 4 on penalty kicks.
The spring softball season ended for the men's division on
Friday, April 7. In the Campus Championship game, Pike
Garnet scored a 9 to 7 win against SAE 1. The women's final
will be held on Wednesday, April 19 at 6:30 p.m. at the
Coliseum softball complex. The Championship game will
match up the Sonlights and ZTA.
Inthewomen'sdivisionoftennisdoubles,MandyMullinax
and Dionne Thomason took top honors, with Kimberely
Mikell and Molly Zupp finishing second. In the men s division, the final has Jamie LaRose and Brent Fulford playing
against Andrew Ugleheus and Rick Morris.
For more information call 2140 or come by 205 Peabody
Gym.

Mtftvring live music by:
4/13-Shadowcaste
4/14-Dance music
4/lS-Dance music
Silver Dollar Saloon
1037 Camden Ave.
(Behind McDonald's)
324-7557

Pay 10

Board celebrates 20 years of events
•v ROMN E. FOOLE
ENTERTAHMENT WRTTER

rived.
Other famous visitors have
included The Drifters, Jimmy
Buffett and Valarie Harper.
After programming for 11
years, Webb said, "I was able to
hire someone to do the programming."
After several programmers
in the 1980s, Webb ran across
the programming talents of
Boyd Jones through a gentleman at the University of
Tulsa.
Webb said DSU was "lucky
to get someone with so many
years of programming experience."

Admit i t You have seen
the writing on the sidewalk,
the sandwich boards and the
endless array of fliers.
Dinkins Student Union
programming board seems to
be everywhere on Winthrop's
campus.
But where did Dinkins Student Union comefrom?Did it
just miraculously springup out
of nothing?

Early years

During the 1975-76 school
year, DSU was officially organized at Winthrop.
Although the Dinkins Student Center was already used
as a hangout for students,
hours and activities were limited.
The associate dean of students, Dick Cummings, began
to establish an office of student
affairs.
The present associate dean
for student activities, Tom
Webb, was brought in during
the mid-'70s to start programjning.
Webb arrived and found
the bylaws were already in
place for the newly formed
DSU.
During Webb's first year
at Winthrop, the revenue from
activities increased, partly due
to pinball's popularity.
Webb put most of the revenue back into the center. Over
the years, the pool tables were
installed, the information desk
wa? expanded, and the largescreen televisions were brought
in to provide more variety for
the students.

Present

When Jones began programming DSU events at Winthrop in the early 1990s, he
was able to bring his experience with the National Association of Campus Activities
and National Showcase Selection.
As student activities coorPHOTO BY CARRIE ARMSTRONG dinator, Jones said he prefers
Senior Brand! Poston and graduate student Kim Wilson sort through old DSU photos.
to invest DSU funds into several smaller acts rather than
alcohol, and live bands per- back to campus for those stu- dents.
just one or two large acts.
formed frequently for added dents who drank.
Jones said his connection
Celebrities
entertainment.
Movies, Webb recalled,
Over the last 20 years, DSU with National Showcase SelecFor 11 years, the DSU pro- "used to be really popular
tion
helps "students have a
has
brought
some
surprising
gramming board had one big events." One year, DSU schedparty each semester: the Fall uled a midnight showingofHal- entertainers to the Winthrop chance to see national acts."
Some of Jones' favorite acts
campus.
Bash and the Spring Fling. loween" on October 31.
OneofWebb'sfavoriteswas were Bertice Berry, The Nudes,
Both were held at the WinAll students who wore a
throp Lake.
costume got in free. Webb was Bob Hope. For Hope's visit, Sarah Weddington and Bob
"One year I hired an astonished to find that he had Webb had to hire a Lear Jet to and Rod Paris-Jackson.
Of DSUs recent entertainUltralight (plane) to drop 500 to show the movie twice in order fly the world-renowned star to
ers, Jcmes said, "Overall, I think
ping-pong balls," Webb said. to accommodate all the students Rock Hill.
people
usually get their one or
After
Hope
performed
at
Some of the balls were who showed up at midnight
marked to give students a
"I told 850-900 students to the Coliseum, his limo driver two bucks worth."
Both Webb and Jones are
chance to win prizes. Webb come back at 2:45 a.m. At 3 took him to Charlotte's airport.
said they could "win every- a.m., 500 came back," Webb However, the plane was at the optimistic about the future of
DSU.
Rock Hill airport
thing from beach towels to a said.
Jones said DSUs national
When Webb realized where
10-speed bike."
DSU also offered short
the limo was headed, he paid recognition this year with the
Although alcohol was courses for no credit.
served, Webb said there was
Past Events
Webb recalled one short the pilot extra money to be at NACA5 Choice Award proves
Since the drinking age was never a major incident because course in which he went sky- the Charlotte International "there are things going right at
only 18 back then, ATS served transportation was provided diving with a group of six stu- Airport when Hope's limo ar- Winthrop."

Show uncovers paranormal activity

•Y KATK PMLUPS
STAFF WRITER

An invisible elephant
wreaks havoc by stomping
through the middle of a city
until it falls to its death, completely exhausted.
What is the cause of this
strange occurrence?
According to Jonathan
Bernstein in the April 1995
issue of "Spin" magazine, "The
'X-Files', with its homicidal
household items, unwelcome
alien v^tqre.and,.iwiperous
g e n e t i c " , i & u t e d small
and h a ^ ^ W f U ^ X ' ^ e o u s

parasitf.WMfcroor unknowing

human host"
The drama revolves around
two mismatched federal agents,
Fox Mulder and Dana Scully,
and the paranormal occurrences
that plague citizens.
Mulder claims everything
is caused by some kind of extraterrestrial intervention.
He maintains that "the
truth is out there" ever since he
witnessedhis sister's abduction
by aliens.
Scully is the scientist and
is skeptical of Mulder's assertions.
She believes there is a logiPHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY CARRIE ARMSTRONG

cal explanation for events that
occur.
This partnership is the
perfect bonding of imagination
and science.
Episodes are unique, such
as the one about aliens who
abducted zoo animals and deposited them aboui a mile
away. In another show, cash
registers committed murder.
Freshman
Tiffany
Fontaine, who watches "The
X-Files" regularly, enjoys the
subject matter.
"I think it's an opportunity
for people to think about the
possibilities of other wQrldliness and the whole idea that
there is more going on than we
know about," Fontaine said.
Walt Simpson agrees with
Fontaine.
"I watch it when I can remember to," Simpson, a freshman said. "I think it's stimulating and a fresh kind of show
as far as the subject matter
goes."
Freshmen Shameaka
McDowell, on the other hand,
does not watch T h e X-Files."
"I've heard of it but I don't
watch it," McDowell said.
Many critics rave about
"The X-Files," and it has re-

ceived good reviews, but most
students have mixed opinions.
"For the most part, I think
thatasfar as sciencefictionTV
shows go, it is one of the best
that has come out recently,"
said sophomore Mike Martin.
Not all students feel this
way.
"I thought it was pretty
cool," said freshman Brett
Boyd. "I mean, it was weird,
but it was pretty interesting.
In my opinion, I don't think it's
extraordinary."
Freshman Matt Contento
gives the show mixed reviews.
"ty is. .usually good,"
Contento said. "Sometimes it
has pretty stupid things, but
for the most part it is pretty
good."
Although TheX-Files"has
enormous gathering across the
country, most students atWinthrop are unimpressed.
One possibility could be
that most students are out on
Friday nights.
Whatever the case, the
show has got many people
thinking about paranormal
activities and other occurrences.
Is it true? Are there aliens
out there? You decide.
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Nlkkl Giovanni, on* of ths most controversial volcos of the
Black American experience, will lecture In Tillman on April
17 at 8 pjn.

Poet speaks about racism

•Y CMMTOPMR D . DONMH
ENTERTAMMEHT WRITER

which
superimposed
Giovanni's spoken poetry over
gospel music.
Giovanni admits her years
in New York, not her Tennessee upbringing, gave her a
let's-get-it-done" attitude. She
urges writers and students to
be willing to "jump in and do."
People must make mistakes in
order to achieve creativity, she
said.
Speaking to groups is one
thing Giovanni believes in doing.
She believes a university
has an obligation to extend its
expertise to the community and
thathelpingothers "makes you
happy."
Giovanni's gives back to the
community in many ways. She
participates in "Reading Out
America" for National Reading Month, conducts a one-day
workshop for Black Veterans
of Foreign Wars and serves on
the literary publication
Artemis.
She is now considered the
"poet laureate of black women
and sensitive souls everywhere" and a spokesperson for
a generation.
Giovanni said being a
spokesperson for an entire
group of people was a responsibility, "but one 1 think I shouldered well." 1
In addition to "Racism
101,7 Giovaniii has recently
published
a 20th anniversary
1

Poet and civil rights activist Nikki Giovanni has been a
powerful, sometimes controversial voice for black Americans
since the publication ofher first
collection of poems in 1968.
On April 17 at 8 p.m.,
Giovanni will deliver a lecture
and reading in Tillman Auditorium entitled "Racism 101,"
based on her 1994 book of the
same name.
Giovanni is an English professor at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University.
Giovanni once wrote, "I am
so hip even my errors are correct." She continues to speak
her mind regardless of the consequences or whose delicate
sensibilities she might offend.
"I don't think everyone has
to write the way I write or think
the way I write or think the
way I think," Giovanni said.
'There are plenty of ideas to go
around. I just think in life all
things are political."
Virginia Tech President
James McComas said, "Within
a very short period of time, she
has become one of the
university's best goodwill ambassadors."
"If s an incredible opportunity for students here atWinthrop to hear someone of her
caliber," English; professor
Evelyn Weeks said.: Giovanni ffrst'xaihe to edition, of "EgoTripping and
• prominence as part ofthe oral Othei 'Poettl^ fdr theTPouiig
poetry movement' -Of the late RWkder." ' ' vvCt'.'i
She has written IY books
1960B.-"'' 1 ^
Giovanni has always em- in the last 20 years.
"She is a very inspirational
phasized the importance of
hearing as well as reading in black women whose work has
her work. She considers the had a huge impact on the literwords themselves her most im- ary society;" saidbiology major
Helena Gathers.
portant tool.
Admission to the event is
She has performed her
works on such TV shows as $3 with ID, $5 without.
This is an approved culPBSs "Soul!" and on recordings like "Truth is on its Way," tural event.

Coming next week:
Summer concerts

TANYA TUCKER
Fire To Fire

DOUG STONE

Faith In Me Failh In You J

GARTH BROOKS
ThaHte

RICK
TREV1NO I BROTIfRPJj^
Looking For The Light | | Anyway The Wind Blows

ROCK HltL
GALLERIA

music stores

LIVING
Students find time to read for fun
Page12

T

^

^
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•Y KAREN N. RUTCHELL
LIVING WRITER

With only three weeks of
school left in the semester,
some Win throp University students have found the time to
do some leisure reading.
"Right now I'm reading
"Waiting to Exhale' by Terry
McMillan," biology major
Letitia Knuckles said. "I like
to read a lot, but it's hard finding the time to read being a
biology major."
Communications mty'or D.
C. Dukes said he is reading
"American Psycho" by Brette
Easton Ellis and "Post-Scarcity of Anarchism."
""Post-Scarcity of Anarchism'is a non-fiction book on
the other types of government
out there," Dukes said.
"American Psycho" is afiction novel about ayuppie white
male in his 20s who murders
females. Ellis wrote "Less
Than Zero," which was made
into a movie starring Robert
Downy Jr. and Andrew
McCarthy.
"Readingis about all I do,"
chemistry major LaSonna
Robinson said. "Now I'm reading 'Just As I Am' by E. Lynne
Harris," Robinson said. "It's
the sequel to his first book
'Invisible Life' about how he
became a bisexual."
Robinson said she reads a
lot in general and has read
books by Stephen King, Nihki
Giovanni, John Saul and Maya
Angelou.
English major Taleisha
Mbore said she reads books by
Maya Angelou and Terry
McMillan when she has the
time.
"The only books I'm reading now are for my English
classes," Moore said.
Bookseller Khristine

Senior business major Zanthla Chandler browses through books in the business section of the Bookworm Tuesday after. Students try to take time out of their busy schedules to read books for Just for fun.
Urmson said the students that
come into Waldenbooks tend
to buy a variety of books.
"Science fiction is real
popular among people in college," Urmson said. "They
also read a lot ofRobert Jordon,
Piers Anthony and Dean
Koontz. The Star Wars series
also sells a lot."
Urmson said books that

have been made into movies sell
very well.
"We were selling box sets of
the Anne Rice series continuously when the movie came out
in December," Urmson said.
"Interview With a Vampire' is
as old as I am, and it's still a best
seller."
Urmson said Waldenbooks
has also sold many copies of

Study time...

"Little Women," "Outbreak,"
"Circle of Friends" and John
Grisham novels. Grisham
wrote "The Chamber," "The
Firm," T h e Client" and T h e
Pelican Brief," most of which
have been made into lawyer
movies.
"Whatever popular culture
projects tends to be what
people buy," Urmson said. "If

Oprah has a show on a particular topic, we'll get 12 calls that
day for books on that topic. We
also get calls from people looking for books on O.J. Simpson
and Susan Smith."
Urmson said there are
students who buy humor books
by Jeff Foxworthy—classics
such as "A Clockwork Orange"
and books about the Internet.

F. Y. I.
• Dacus Library is offering
personal research assistance
for students.
Dates: April 10-14
April 17-21
Times: 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
By appointment.
Call extension 4501 or stop by
the reference desk to make an
appointment.

Freshmen Jeff Maree and Danielle Perez study outskie of Richardson Tuesday night.

• The annual meeting of the
Carolina Dietetic Association
will be in McBryde Hall April
18-20. Call (803) 323-2102 for
more information.
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Organization boosts
cancer awareness
Health
& Mind

Taking a break..

BY KAMN N. MTTCHEU.
LIVING WRITER

According to the American
Cancer Society, there were
183,000 new cases of breast
cancer in 1994. One thousand
of these new cases were in
males. Furthermore, there
were over 46,000 deaths due to treated in time."
breast cancer in the same year.
The director of the
The American Cancer So- Catawba region American
ciety estimated2,300new cases Cancer Society agreed
of breast cancer in South Caro"Early detection is the key
lina alone.
to preventing any disease, esIn lieu of Cancer Control pecially cancer," director
Month, a Winthrop University Steven Herdegen said. "The
organization has begun taking earlier people can realize the
actions to heighten campus symptoms and get examined
awareness.
by a doctor, the better their
Zeta Tau Alpha Fraternity chances will be."
distributed shower cards about
Herdegen said the best
breast cancer prevention at the thingfor studentstodo is learn
GalleriaMall, local Harris Tee- to give themselves breast canter and Winn-Dixie grocery cer self-examinations, and to
stores March 31 as part of their do this on a regular basis.
annual Don't Be a Fool project
Men are also recommended
The fraternity will begin giv- by the American Cancer Sociing the cards to resident assis- ety to perform a testicle selftants in the dorms to hand out exam once a month. Using the
to residents. The shower cards shower check, men should feel
illustrate how to give breast for hard lumps, bumps, aches
self-examinations.
or changes in each testicle.
Ashley McKeever, Zeta's
The American Cancer Soservice chair, said the project ciety said testicular cancer can
supports the national Susan G. be cured. Men experiencing
Komen Breast Cancer Founda- symptoms should promptly see
tion, Zeta's philanthropy. a doctor.
McKeever said the foundation
Accordingtothe American
was created to support breast Cancer Society, signs and
cancer awareness and preven- symptoms of breast cancer intion.
clude a persistent lump, thickAccordingtoa pamphlet on ening or swelling in the breast.
breast cancer by.the American Other symptoms are dimpling,
Cancer Society, breast health skin irritation, distortion, scais very important; women need liness, pain, tenderness of the
to learn to protect their health. nipple or nipple discharge that
The pamphlet said woir.en need occurs over a period of time.
to be familiar with their breasts
The National Exercise for
and understand how breasts Life Institute said exercise and
change throughout women's changes in life-style may help
menstrual cycle and life. prevent 70 percent of all canWomen should also practice cers. Changes in life-style inself-examinations and visit clude avoiding sun exposure,
their doctor on a regular basis, eating healthy, limiting alcothe pamphlet said.
hol intake and quitting smok"Breast cancer is one of the ing or using other tobacco prodleading cancer killers of women, ucts.
and one in nine women will get
For more information, conit," the pamphlet said. "But tact Herdegen at 327-1278 or
most breast cancers can be the national American Cancer
cured if they're detected and Society at 1-800-ACS-2345.

PHOTO BY CARRIE ARMSTRONG

Freshman Chrystal McDonald watches television in the Wofford Lobby Tuesday afternoon.

Eurobus offers students travel alternative
Eurobus, the first serious
competition to the Eurailpass
in Europe, begins this month
as buses pull out of Amsterdam
on a route connecting 19 mtyor
European cities.
The network, headquarted
in London, operates on a pass
system similar to the
Eurailpass that allows travelerstohop on or off the route for
periods of up to three months.
"Eurail has never had any
real competition because running a bus network through
the whole of Europe was nearly
impossible until very recently,"
Eurobus founder Max Thomas
says.

Pageants seeking applicants
The search is underway,
and applications are now being accepted for the 1996 Miss
South Carolina USA and Miss
South Carolina Teen USA
pageants.
These pageants are the
official preliminaries to Miss
USA Miss Universe and Miss
Teen USA
The Miss Sou#! Caroline
USA and the MissSouth Carolina Teen USA pageant will
be held on Nov. 3 and 4,1995,
at the Sotillie Theater in
Charleston. Young women
from the state are invited to
apply for entry. Delegates
must be U.S. citizens and at
least a six- month resident of
South Carolina. Thus, out-ofstate college students are eligible. Each applicant must be
single. The applicant must
never have been married or

given birth.
Miss USA delegates must
be 18to27yearsoldasofFeb.
1,1996. Miss Teen USA delegates must be 15 to 19 years
old as of July 1,1996.
Mi ss South Carolina USA
and Miss South CarolinaTeen
USA will represent the state
in Che nationally televised
Miss USA and Miss Teen USA
pageahts, both seen by millions of viewers in 27 countries.
Girls interested in competing for the upcoming titles
are askedtoplease write Miss
South Carolina USA pageants, DeptartmentCNP, 541
HolleyLakeRoad, Aiken,S.C.
29803 or telephone (803) 6486220. Letters should include
name, address, telephone
number and date of birth.

Do you have a feature story you want published? Call the living .editor at*xfe34l9.

Thomas says Eurobus
aims to compete with the
Eurailpass on the basis ofprice
and service. Eurobus offers an
unlimited two-month pass at
$250 for travelers 26 and under.
Contact points have been
established in every city along
the route so travelers can send
messages and receive them
from friends and family back
home.
Operations on the continent are based in Munich,
where a centralized message
center feeds out information to
passengers and buses on the
net

Eurobus stops in Austria,
Belgium, the Czech Republic,
France, Germany, Holland,
Hungary, Italy and Switzerland.
Travelers age 26 and under can purchase an unlimited
two-month Eurobus pass for
$250, or a three-month
Eurobus pass for $325. By
comparison, a first-class
Eurailpass valid for only 15
days runs $648.
For more information
about Eurobus call Eurotrips
toll-free at 1-800-517-7778 or
write Eurotrips, Post Office
Box 1288, Lake Worth, FL

What distinguishes
MO A programs
from others in the MetroM
Winthrop is ranked among the TOP REGIONAL UNIVERSITIES
in the nation by US News & Wbdd Report

ACCREDITATION

Winthrop's MBA / EMBA programs are accredited by the
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Busiress (AACSB),
the nation's PREMIER BUSINESS SCHOOL accrediting agency.
Winthrop setec* EXCEPTIONAL FU^T^ME FACULTY with
extensivein<h>stryaJKtt«d)log experience. Most possess.
terminal degrees anlacfctdy pursueoitting-edge research'

FLEXIBILITY

Winthrop's MBA program OPERATES IN THE EVENING to
accommodate full-time or part-time students and working adults.
Winthrop offers EMBA students a four-semester, WEEKEND
PROGRAM characterized by a highly integrated curriculum
Winthrop's MBA program often LOW IN-STATE FEES for
neighboring North Carolina residents. Winthrop's EMBA
program COSTS 40% LESS than its nearest non-AACSB
competitor.

CLASSES NOW FORMING FOR JUNE AND AUGUST 1995
Make the obvious choice... a WiwHimp MBA/EMBA.
Form
MBA Office - Dept J
School ofl
Winthrop University
UNIVERSITY'
Rock HW.SC 29733
(803)323-2«09 (fax) 323-3960

^WINTHROP

Energy, innovation
marks dance team

Light Factory

ity.

•Y CORK FRH
NEWS WRITER

The Winthrop Pine Arts
Association ended their 199495 Concert Series with the artistic talent of Shapiro and
Smith Dance on Friday, April
7 and Saturday, April 8 in
Johnson Auditorium.
During the week ofApril 37, Shapiro and Smith Dance
was in Rock Hill and held
classes in the Rock Hill public
school districts as well as at
Winthrop.
Shapiro and Smith Dance
was established in 1986, by the
husband and wife team of both
choreographers and dancers
Danial Shapiro and Joanie
Smith.
Based in New York, this
company includes seven members. They are Michael
Bennett, Jeff Curtis, Kelly
Drummond-Cawthon, Midori
Satoh, Edward Winslow,
Shapiro and Smith.
According to their biographies, Shapiro and Smith see
dance as people moving
through actual situations and
settings, evoking real lives.
Because of this, they create sets made up of familiar
household objects and furniture, which provide context and
architectural boundaries.
Dancers, and
this
envirnment, cometogetherto
create a theatrical experience that resonates with
the audience's personal real-

The program performed at
Winthrop consisted of seven
pieces, all choreographed by
Shapiro and Smith.
The concert began with
"Dance With Two Army Blankets," which had premiered in
February 1992 in New York
City.
The dance itselfis centered
upon two army blankets, which
the dancers take turns holding
and supporting while the other
dancers slide under, jump over
or usetothrow themselves into
the air.
Many of the pieces incorporated humor within the work,
such as with "Cafe" and "Family."
Others were extremely intense. One such work was "Untitled," which was having its
preview on the tour.
The work was in relation to
the Holocaust and used strong
forbidding music which the
dancers moved to.
Here in this piece is a perfect example of the way the
company s dancers are marked
by their use ofathletic strength,
incredible flexibility and wonderful use of the floor.
At one moment the dancers
are standing upright; the next
they are rolling and sliding
across the floor.
Another of the company's
trait is their continuous unbroken movements from one sequence to another.
The performance by

Spend 20 minutes and
•65 to get your photo taken
by some of .Charlotte's best
photographers. Reservations
start April 12 by credit card.
For more info call (704) 3339755.

April 12- Winthrop Gui
tar Ensemble
l o c a l e • Recital Hall
Time - 8 p.m. Free
April 13- Winthrop Symphonic Band
Locale - Byrnes Auditorn
Time - 8 p.m. Free
April 13-15 - Play, "For
Colored Girls who Have Considered Suicide/ When the
Rainbow is Not Enough"
locale - Johnson Studio
Theatre
Time -8 p.m. Free

There will be a wait-through lor the new Ruttedge Galleries
exhibit at 1 p.m. on April 18.
Shapiro and Smith Dance was
enjoyed completely.
Elementary education student Laura Gross found the
program enjoyable.
"My impression of it was

CAMPUS SPECIALS
LARGE |
ONEi
TOPPING

ne Choice igCkar!
324-7666
tfarl l a l " - J - -

324-3111
E. White St

amazment of its overall style,"
Gross said. "I didn't know it
was going to be all modern.
"I loved it and was very
impressed. It was incredible,"
said Gross.

April 15 - Play "Story
teller: Voices of the Second
World War"
locale - Museum ofYork
County
Time - 3 p.m. Free
April 17 - Irish storyteller, Batt Burnes
locale - Baruch Room,
Joynes
Time - 8 p.m. Free

New twists on old play
promise fun, suprises

BY CARMEN COLUMN
ARTS WRITER

anything else, it pays off and
it's really fun to see it come
together."
While working hard to produce this play, the director and
the cast have added some unexpected surprises they feel will
make the play more eqjqyable.
"I usually do non-traditional things," Powers said.
"When we stage plays we try to
make it visually come alive in a
way that the audience and relate to it"
Fitch said, I t ' s not going
tobe very traditional with staging and with costumes. I f s got
some surprises and things in
store. Ifsjustgoing tobealot
of fun to watch."
Thfe (ast^ri courages the
Winth^c^ifiunitytoattend
andrecommends that they not
be put off by the popular opinion that Shakespearean plays
are difficult to understand.
"This is very accessible
Shakespeare," Fitch said.
"People who may be afraid of
Shakespeare, shouldn't. It's
going to be a lot of fun."
The play "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" will be held ir
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Horoscopes
College Horoscopes by Linda Black
Aries (March 21-April 19). ace the test.. Fix stuff over the weekend*
Through most ofWednesday, youH be a to save.
powerhouse. Challenge your competiLibra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). About
tion to a match. Also begin everything Wednesday, you may notice an intrusion
thaf s been assigned. Wednesday, your to your privacy, perhaps by an obnoxious
energy may fade as the sun leaves your roommate. Thursday, financial difficulsign. Concentrate on business on Thurs- ties could rear their ugly heads, adding to
day and Friday. This weekend should your woes. Ask your partner for moral
be fine for playing. Luckily, yourfriends support on Friday and youH at least feel
are mo * interested in you than in your better. Romance should go well over the
money.
weekend.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). By
Bide your time and money through Wednesday, you should begin to regain
Wednesday. By Thursday, youH come control of the situation and of your budinto your own as the sun goes into your g e t. Study with a partner on Thursday
Sign. Through Friday you can do no and youH ace the test on Friday. Stick to
wrontr. There
Thar* should be several inter- y Q u r p o s i t i o n o v e r fche w e e k e n d y 0 u
wrong.
esting suggestions on Saturday and mightas well; eveiybody else will be stick
Sunday, but it may be hard to get a ing to theirs! If you can get one of the
consensus, Don'tfollow an older person's others to join you, you'll win.
whim unless it's going to work. Take
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21).
time to build a strong foundation.
Get as much as possible accomplished by
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Wednesday afternoon; that's when your
Wednesday afternoon, things start get- luck startstochange. You may also notice
tmgatadmoreifficult.. Thursday, you . the biljs are startingtocome in! Through
may find there s more to be done by Friday,-play it very conservatively finanF n d a y ^ j n humanly possible, so luck cially. The money you've sent for may not
itmtoovwfnveM^Mye.thelongphone come for a while! Study over the weekcalls for. the weekend.
end; you'll be in the mood.
2 2 ^ ^ 2 2 ) . If
Capricorn (Dec. 23-Jan. 19).
you can hold yflurtemperuntil ^ u r s - Wednesday, you'll be too busy doing an
day, you may be vindicated by .the cir- assignment you put off until the last
aOTstances themselve?. J«a grandiose minute. Creativity counts in this one, so
8che
me W t T w p f t .on pood common don't worry! Thursday and FHday are the
sense,
py Frit^ay.. lufky da^s this^week. Launc^ new money-

Teamworks, the k^y,to,your success, making ptoftct% on. Friday ^norning for

through the weekend. Your mtyor ob- bestresult. Go shoppingfor an expensive
stacle will be financial. Make some technical toy over the weekend.
thing you need.
. Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18).
Leo (July.23-Aug. 22). You Wednesday, should. be a lot more fun,
should feel like a million bucks through eppecially if .you've got a few club meetWednesday. After .that, you may feel ingstoattend. -.Wrap it up by Wednesday
like you owe somebody abbu{th at much! night and start studying full time again.
When you*re in your maniac mood, don't If you. crani until Friday, you have a
incur too much debt or make promises chance. Saturday and Sunday, the moon's
you can't keep. Work hard on Thursday in your gign, whichi swonderful. Do your
and Friday, so you. can hide, out and entertaining at home—it is Cheaper.
recuperate over the weekend. •
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). Heed
Virgo
- (Aug.
- 23-Sept.
.. . 22)."
... - You'll
-j.. the advice of an older friend and get serine spurred to go down to th§ library if , .pus by Wednesday- evening. About
there s a test,on Friday. Your lucK ^-Thursday, you should notice the material
changesfor^eb§tterbnThursday,and is starting to sink in. Friday you'll be in
everything seems to fall "into place ea's-> top foyni.. F,inish a report ovjr the weekily through Friday/ So, you'll probably end.
- -• •

Crossword 101
Thoroughfares"

By Gerry Frey

ACROSS
1 Thoroughfare pert
5 Skin
10 Blue Monday's an-

6 Mr. Scrooge to friends
43 Tarry
7 Tews
44 Original Mr. Chips
8 Mau
: Kenyan terrorist 46 French kinds
<#048 S$ap remover
9 Ave, otthe
SO. Ms. Fitzgerald & others
10 I t suits me
"52 Flm critic Roger
11 Stately heads '
.53 Greek island
i g Get
,get out
54 Lugs
13i S«mn)er. coolers- =
.55 Labels
18
.
. .56 Capable
23 Apcetkrttors:Abrv>
Mate precetjer
1
25 Ptib missile
82 Lawyers' org.
27 Tapped gently
63 "Norma
":'79 movie
29 Short raca
31 Sequoia
Quotable Quote
32 Observes
33 POQ
34 Life:Latln
'If my husband would ever
35 Horror movie
meet a woman on the street
thoroughfare
who looked like the women
37 Mr. Fleming ;> ^ y;
. m'hh paintings, he would
40 Theatrical thorough1'
fare
fafl qvefih-a dead faint.
44 PolicemenrSlang'

© 1995 All rightsreservMGFR Associates
P.O. Box 461,ScjKnfcct«(ly, NY 12301
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S Financial Aid S
Attention All Students!

FOR RENT

SERVICES
Word Processing w/
laser printer. Resumg
$15; Reports $2/typed
page. 24-hour service
in most cases. 10 min.
from Winthrop.
Aecutype 327-9898

2
bedroom
townhouaes, 1 1/2
baths, fully-equipped
kitchen, swimming
pool and on-site laundry room. $425 /
month; water, cable
included. Located at
Foxfire Apartments HELP WANTED
on Ebenezer Road.
Call 366-4000 for in- Looking for a Job?
formation.
Let us help you in
your search. Send for
ENTERTAINMENT
a free information
Announcinga 3 on 3 Vol- packet explaining our
leyball Tournament resources available,
Saturday, April 22 at the including JobHunt
Sigma Phi Epsilon
house on 411 Park Ave. Software. Contact The
Bands, barbeque and Charlotte Chamber of
cash prizes are include Commerce, P.O. Box
in the $1 registration
fee. Call 327-2376 or 32785-A, Charlotte,
N.C. 28232.
324-3788 for details.

•Over $6 Billion in FREE Financial Aid is
now available from private lector grants It
scholarships! All student* arc eligible
regardless of grades, income, or parent's
income. For more information, call:

LAST WEEKS
PUZZLE SOLUTION

1-800-263-6495 ext. F53822

PLAY BY PLAY VOICES

Need Money?
= = Want Experience? •
Then Try Co- op. f
T h e s e types of opportunities
are available f o r the Spring:
Compliance Assistant,
Salary TBD.
2 0 hours/week

First Union,

Intern, the White House,
Unpaid.
2 5 hours/week.

Sports Marketing Asst., Charlotte
Hockey Team, Charlotte, Unpaid.
1 5 - 2 0 hours/week.
Broadcast/Journalist
Intern,
Charlotte, $4.2S/hour.
4 0 kours/week, S u m m e r .

Direct Care Staff Asst.,
Rock Hill, $5. SO/hour.
2 0 - 3 0 kours/week.'

DC,

Checkers

WSOC-TV,

Materials Mgmt. Specialist, Boston
Carolina, Charlotte, $7/h our.
2 0 kours/week, Monday-Friday.
Boys Home

Research Assistant,
Environmental
Services, $800-$2000/month.
4 0 kours/week, S u m m e r .

Gear

of York Co.

April 1Q at 4pm in Dinbins 220
Career Services
Division of Student Life
Wintkrop University

First Impressions
A

•Tazmanian Devil Caps
•Tazmanian Devil T-shirts
•Mickey Mouse Caps
•Mickey Mouse T-shirts
•Tweety Bird T-shirts
•No Fear T-shirts
(8 different quotes)

Thanks For A Fabulous 94 Season
T-shirts

Health

You must attend an orientation if you are
interested.
Sessions will he held on:
April 5 at 1 Oam in Career Servicas

ai

Charlotte,

Washington,

April 12,1995

First
Impressions
"Sportswear That Talks"
Outlet Marketplace
3700 Ave. of Carolinas, Bo* Q
Fort Mill, SC 29715
(803) 548-5772
Fax (803) 548-5773

